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1.

Good aerodrome design practices can reduce the potential for runway incursions
while maintaining operating efficiency and capacity. The following taxiway design
guidance may be considered to be part of a runway incursion prevention programme
as a means to ensure that runway incursion aspects are addressed during the design
phase for new runways and taxiways. Within this focused guidance, the prime
considerations are to limit the number of aircraft or vehicles entering or crossing a
runway, provide pilots with enhanced unobstructed views of the entire runway, and
correct taxiways identified as hot spots as far as possible.

2.

The centre line of an entrance taxiway should be perpendicular to the runway centre
line, where possible. This design principle provides pilots with an unobstructed
view of the entire runway, in both directions, to confirm that the runway and
approach are clear of conflicting traffic before proceeding towards the runway.
Where the taxiway angle is such that a clear unobstructed view, in both directions, is
not possible, consideration should be given to providing a perpendicular portion of
the taxiway immediately adjacent to the runway to allow for a full visual scan by the
pilots prior to entering or crossing a runway.

3.

For taxiways intersecting with runways, avoid designing taxiways wider than
recommended in Annex 14. This design principle offers improved recognition of
the location of the runway holding position and the accompanying sign, marking,
and lighting visual cues.

4.

Existing taxiways wider than recommended in Annex 14, can be rectified by
painting taxi side stripe markings to the recommended width. As far as practicable,
it is preferable to redesign such locations properly rather than to repaint such
locations.

5.

Multi-taxiway entrances to a runway should be parallel to each other and should be
distinctly separated by an unpaved area. This design principle allows each runway
holding location an earthen area for the proper placement of accompanying sign,
marking, and lighting visual cues at each runway holding position. Moreover, the
design principle eliminates the needless costs of building unusable pavement and as
well as the costs for painting taxiway edge markings to indicate such unusable
pavement. In general, excess paved areas at runway holding positions reduce the
effectiveness of sign, marking, and lighting visual cues.

6.

Build taxiways that cross a runway as a single straight taxiway. Avoid dividing the
taxiway into two after crossing the runway. This design principle avoids
constructing “Y-shaped” taxiways known to present risk of runway incursions.

7.

If possible, avoid building taxiways that enter at the mid-runway location. This
design principle helps to reduce the collision risks at the most hazardous locations
(high energy location) because normally departing aircraft have too much energy to
stop, but not enough speed to take-off, before colliding with another errant aircraft
or vehicle.

8.

Provide clear separation of pavement between a rapid exit taxiway and other nonrapid taxiways entering or crossing a runway. This design principle avoids two
taxiways from overlapping each other to create an excessive paved area that would
confuse pilots entering a runway.

9.

Avoid the placement of different pavement materials (asphalt and cement concrete)
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at or near the vicinity of the runway holding position, as far as practicable. This
design principle avoids creating visual confusion as to the actual location of the
runway holding position.
10. Perimeter taxiways. Many aerodromes have more than one runway, notably paired

parallel runways (two runways on one side of the terminal), which creates a difficult
problem in that either on arrival or departure an aircraft is required to cross a
runway. Under such a configuration, the safety objective here is to avoid or at least
keep to a minimum the number of runway crossings. This safety objective may be
achieved by constructing a “perimeter taxiway”. A perimeter taxiway is a taxi route
that goes around the end of a runway, enabling arrival aircraft (when landings are on
outer runway of a pair) to get to the terminal or departure aircraft (when departures
are on outer runway of a pair) to get to the runway without either crossing a runway,
or conflicting with a departing or approaching aircraft.
11. A perimeter taxiway would be designed according to the following criteria:
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a)

Sufficient space is required between the landing threshold and the taxiway
centre line where it crosses under the approach path, to enable the critical
taxiing aircraft to pass under the approach without penetrating any approach
surface.

b)

The jet blast impact of aircraft taking off should be considered in consultation
with aircraft manufacturers; the extent of take-off thrust should be evaluated
when determining the location of a perimeter taxiway.

c)

The requirement for a runway end safety area, as well as possible interference
with landing systems and other navigation aids should also be taken into
account. For example, in the case of an Instrument Landing System, the
perimeter taxiway should be located behind the localiser antenna, not between
the localiser antenna and the runway, due to the potential for severe Instrument
Landing System disturbance, noting that this is harder to achieve as the distance
between the localizer and the runway increases.

d)

Human factors issues should also be taken into account. Appropriate measures
should be put in place to assist pilots to distinguish between aircraft that are
crossing the runway and those that are safely on a perimeter taxiway.
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